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%, 
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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 231,207, dated August 17, 1880. 
Applician filed January 3, 1878. I'atonica in England November 2, 1877. 

SY, 
To all whom it may congii: 

Beit known that I, EN 13, BENTON, of Ro selle, in the county of y ifión and State of New 
Jersey, have invented gegain new and useful Improvements in IRegistojing or Counting Ma 
chines, of which the folléving is a specifica 
tion. (s 
My invention relates to apparatus inore par ticularly designed for registering or !allying 

the number of fares collected by conductors 
on cars or other publi-passenger-vehicles, 
whereby, as the collectore is required to op 
erate the register each tie he receives a fare 
and sound an alarin, flid and clicating by 
false returns are preventig, 
My improvenients S. inore especially to 

fare-registers of the class embodying in their 
structure and organization, first, mechanism 
for registering, recording, or tallying the num 
ber of fares received or agtuations of the mech 
anisin Juade during a sigle trip of the car or 
vehicle, and capable of lging S(st to ZCO Ot 
the starting-point at tie-end of the trip, usu 
ally termed a “trip-register;” second, mech 
anism for registering, recording, or tallying 
the saune actuations that the trip-legister does, 
aud also continuously counting or tallying the 
whole number of fares for a large lunaber of 
consecutive trips, usually termed a “general,” 
“permallet, or “continuously-counting” reg 
ister, and which is not adapted to be reset or 
brought to Zero at the cut of each trip; third, 
mechanish for registering, recording, or tally. 
ing the number of times the trip-register has 
been set to Zero, usually tried a “Zero-regis 
ter; and, fourth, mechattisin for sounding an 
alarm each time tilic trip and general registers 
are actuated, whereby the passenger is noti. 
fied of the proper registry of his fare. 
My present inventiol: constitutes at in 

provement upon the mechanism and upon the 
orgalization of parts stown in Jetters Eatent 
of the United States No, J.67,057, granted to 
ine August 24, 1875, the object of my inven 
tion being to improve thic construction of such 
registers. 3 
The subject-matter claimed will hereinafter specifically be designated, and the pointed 

out at the close of the spécification. 
The accompanying drawings illustrate all 

appatatus embodying all my improvements in 
the best way now known to me, Obviously, 
lowever, some of them may be used without 
the others, and in machines differing some 
what from that thereil shown. 

Figure 1 is a front or face view of the ma 
chine; Fig. 2, a similar view thereof with the 
front or dial plate removed, as also the index 
hauds; Fig. 3, a side view of a portion of the 
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Zero gathering or resetting devices and regis- 6o 
ter; Fig. 4, a view thoreof from below: Fig. 
5, a view of the zero-register from the back, 
and Fig. 6 a view of the trip-hand with its 
friction-carrying spring. 
My present register resembles in its general 

features the well-known “Monitor’ fare-reg 
ister shown in Reissued Letters Patent No. 
7,290, granted to F. E. Towle and myself 
jointly September 5, 1876, and in by a fore 
said Letters Patent No. 167,057. It will there 
fore be unnecessary to slow in the drawings 
or describe herein in detail all the parts nec 
essary to a complete machine, itnasmuch as they 
are filly and elaborately shown and described 
in said patents, and I will consequently con 
tent myself with a detail description of the 
mecluanish so far only as is necessary to a 
complete understanding of any presont in 
provoments. 
The prime mover or actuator consists, in 

this iustance, of a pivoted or vibrating lever, 
A extending through a slot in the edge of the 
case, and may bc operated citler directly by 
the land or through some intermediate attach 
ment, as fully described in the aforesaid pat 
ents. The level is provided with all actuat 
ing-pawl, I, (shown in Fig. 2.) which engages 
with a ratchet-wheel, W, the said level in this 
instance, through the medium of this wheel W., 
Serving to actuate simultaneously, or nearly 
So, the trip-register, the general legister, and 
tle allin. 
The ratchet-wheel W is moulted upon and 

keyed to a central axis or main shaft, M, with 
which it turns, the rear end of said shaft be 
ing fitted in a suitable boaring in the back or 
base plate of the casing, while it is also fitted 
near its front end in a suitable bearing in a 
supporting-plate or cross-bar resting upon or 
secured to suitable posts rising from the base 
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plate, its tisual. The said shaft carries upon 
its front end, in front of said supporting-plate, 
index-fingers or pointers T and F, which con 
stitute, ill counection with a graduated dial or 

5 indicator-disk, D, the trip-register and general 
register, respectively, the finger T being the 
pointer or index-finger of the trip-register, 
while the finger IF is the pointer or index-fill 
ger of the general register. 

Io The fingers TF project from disks a S, re 
spectively, as clearly shown in Fig.1, the disk 
a being below or behind the disk S. Said 
diska is also provided at its back with or se 
curely connected to a ratchet-wheel, R., hav 

I5 ing its teeth running in the opposite direction 
to those on the wheel W, both the disk and 
its ratchet-wheel being ioosely mouted upol. 
the main shaft, while the disk S, carrying the 
pointer of the genoral register, is firmly se 

2 o cured (screwed or keyed) to the said sha?t, so 
as to turn positively therewith. 
In order to compel the trip-hand thus loosely 

mounted upon the main shaft to turn with 
said shaft as it is being revolved step by 

25 step by the actuations of the ratchet-wheelW, 
owing to the reciprocations, vibrations, or 
movements of the actuator or lever A I ill 
terpose between the disks a and San elastic 
substance under tension, (or a suitable clutch,) 
consisting, preferably, of a spring-washer, d, 
provided in this instance with three bent arms 
or projections radiating from a flat central 
portion having a central opening to permit 
the washer to be passed upon the shaft, the 
said arms of this tripod spring-washer being 
so bent, or curved that only their extremities 
rest upon the disk a, the flat or plane central 
portion of the washer resting against the back 
of the plate S or upon a suitably-interposed 
washer of ordinary construction. 

It will thus be sect that as the main shaft 
revolves, owing to the actuations of the wheel 
W, the fingers TF also revolve the finger F 
on account of being fixed to the shaft and the 
finger T on account of the friction caused by 
the interposed spring-Washer. 
The actuator of the register operates the 
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wheel W preferally upon the back stroke 
that is, the level is vibrated in one direction 
by the actuating force against the tension of 
an impelling-spring, which spring, as S001) as 
the force is removed, throws the lever in the 
other direction, and by the engagement of the 
pawl P with the teeth of the wheel W moves 

55 or turns said wheel the distance of one tooth, 
oroue one-hundredth of a revolution, (the whecl 
having one hundred teeth corresponding to 
the graduations on the dial D.) and inasmuch 
as the wheel W is keyed or fixed upon its 
shaft, said shaft, when the wheel is actuated, 
is also turned one one-htundredth of a revolt 
tion, consequently carrying the index-fingers 
luoulted thereon the same distance, or the clis 
tallace of one point on the graduated dial, 

65 thereby indicating that one fare lias been col 
lected. . 

So 

At every actuation of the registci in alaf'til 
is sounded, the bell-hammer of the alarun ap 
paratus being connected to and raised by a 
pawl acted upon by a spring, which pawl, as 7d 
the actuating-wheel Wrevolves, rides over one 
tooth in the wheel and falls into the notch in 
Inediately following, the momentumtbus given 
to the hammer being sufficient to cause it to 
strike the bell and sound the alarm, all of 75 
which novellents of the wheel W are fully 
described in my aforesaid letters Patent No. 
167,057. Each successive operation, therefore, 
of the actuator A adds one point to the num 
ber indicated by the indicx-fingers on the dial, 
and also sounds all alarm. 
The finger IF, in connection with the gradu 

ated dial ID, constitutes the general or con 
tinuously - counting register, as hereinbefore 
stated-that is, said finger is not adapted to 85 
be set back at the end of a trip. 
In order to give the general register a ca 

pacity of continuously registering and pre 
serving a record of a large number of fares, 
there is added a multiplying-wheel of well 
known construction, whici wheel is, at every 
complete revolution of the wheel W of its 
shaft, and consequently of thc index-finger F, 
turned one point, or the distance of one tooth, 
by a tongue or projection on a suitable hub 95 
mounted upon said shaft. This multiplying 
wheel is preferably constructed to operate on 
the principle of the well-known Geneva, stop, 
so as to keep it locked except when actuated 
by the tongue or projection on the main shaft, 
The front face of the luultiplying-wheel is 

provided with numbers or figures correspond 
ing to the number of teeth in its periphery, 
the figures slowing through the aperturo C 
in the dial-plate successively as the wheel is Ios 
turned, so as to permit of readily reading or 
inspecting the indications of the register. 
The index-finger T, in councction with the 

dial D, constitutes the trip-register, as herein 
before stated. In order to give said trip-reg. I to 
ister the capacity of being tirned back to zero 
or the starting-point at the beginning of each 
trip, or whenever desired, I have not inted 
said finger upon the main shaft; in the manner 
leFeinbefore described-that is, in a manuer IIS 
to compel its movement in tunison with the 
index-finger l of the general register in a for 
ward direction when the mechanism is being 
operated by means of a frictiou or other suit. 
able clutclu, while novalle backward inde. 
pendently of the general register without dis 
turbing or destroying the integrity of the rec. 
ord made by such general register, the pawl 
of the bell-hammer scrving to hold the actu 
ating-wheel W from all backward movement. 

lin order to accomplish the backward, re 
turning, or resetting movement of the trip 
hand, Icmploy mechanism preferably actuated 
step by step for the purpose, consisting, in this 
instance, of a movable or vibrating pawl-car 
lying plate mounted upon the main shaft as a 
center, and back of or below the diska of the 
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trip-hand, the pivoted pawl B of Said plate 
operating upon the projections or ratchet-wheel 
R, of the said disk a. 
The pawl-carrying plate is provided with a 

radial arm or projection, U, by which to actu 
late or move it; in one directiou-that is, in the 
direction to allow the pawl 3, which is acted 
upon by a suitable spring, e, to vibrate into 
engagement with the teetl of the ratchet 
wheel on the diska, and thereby, owing to 
the movement of the plate, turn said disk to 
carry the indeX - hand backward, the move. 
ment of the plate around the main shaft being . 
limited by a stationary abutinent, s, against 
which thcarin U comes in contact on the up 
stroke. 
A suitable spring acts upon the airin U of 

the pawl-carrying plate to return or novc said 
plate in the opposite direction it readliness for 
a new actuation, the movement of the said 
plate in this direction being limited by a sta 
tionary abutmeu (; or screw, b, against which 
the pawl 13 abuts or comes in contact, and by 
which said pawl is lifted out of the teeth of 
the ratchet-wheel R., as shown ill IFig. 2, in or 
dor that 11o obstruction be presented to the 
movements of the trip-register when actuated 
by the princ nover. 

It will be obvious that it is necessary to in 
part a stel)-by-step or repeated movement to 
the pawl-carrying plate to complete the reset 
ting movement of the trip-hand if that hand 
should have bec carried far enough around 
by actuations during the trip to rendor one 
actuation of the plate insufficient to carry the 
hand to zero; and in order to actuate the plate 
from the outside of the casing I preferably en 
ploy a removable reciprocating key or patsluer, 
K, which is inserted and guided, when in use, 
in a tube, X, an inward movement of the pusher 
callrying its inner end against the arm U of the 
pawl-carrying plate and turning it upon its 
axis. The pusher is thrown outward after 
every inwald movement, by to returning 
spring of the plate, as will le. olbvious, in 
readiness for another. Tociprocation. 
In order to prevent the trip-hand from be 

ing carried beyond Zero or the starting-point 
when being returned at the end of a trip or 
otherwise, a recess is formed in the ratchet 
wheel JR, or some of its teeth omitted, as clearly 
shown in Fig. 2, whereby, in connection with 
the stationary pin or abutments, by which the 
movement of the pawl-carrying plate is lim 
ited, the pawl is prevented from actiug upon 
the teetli of the wheel, aud conseqttently call 
not move said wheel or the trip-land secured 
thcreto beyond Zero. 

Ill order to record and indicate the intinber 
of times the registeriug in echanisin has been 
set to zero, the following arrangement is en 
ploycd: An endwise noving or sliding bar, W, 
stands in its moral losition as shown in ligs. 
2 and 3, so that when, the arm U is actuated 
by the key or pusher Kit passes under aud 
clear of said bar, the lower eud of which is ca 

pable of being slightly dopressed, and is pro 
vided with a post or lug, ), having a rounded 
or beveled top, as clearly shown it the draw il)gs. 
Fastened or secured to the diska, which car. ries the trip-hand, is a projection, t, so organ 

ized that as the trip index-finger approaches 
Zero in being resct, by the paisler K acting 
upon the pawl-carrying plate, the said projec 
tiott approaches the post; p, the highest point 
of the top of which post in its normal posi 
tion is above the under side or back of the 
projection i, while the lower part of said top 
is oil a level with the tide side or back of 
said projection, whereby, when tle projection 
t comes in contact with the post) and slides 
upoil its top, said post, together with the end 
of the bar V, is canned down or depressed 
against the tension of a light plate-spring, n, 
in such manner that when the artu U is again 
actuated it comes it contact with the end of 
the bar V, moving it endwise until the said 
arin U comes in contact with the abutment, s, 
o!', in otler words, reaches the limit of its 
In OW(eil 10t. 
Upon the under side of the bar Wis pivoted 

a pawl, L, which, upon the upstroke of the 
bar, engages a ratchet-wheel, EI, fixed to the 
under side of a circular plate, E, or to the 
axis or jotrial thereof to actuate it. 
The upper side or front face of the plate E 

is provided with the unbers () to 9, inclusive, 
and in connection with a second circular plate 
or wheel, G, similarly in tilbered and operat 
ing preferably on the principle of the Geneva, 
stup, constitutes the Zero-legister, one number 
only at a time of each wilteel being visible 
through an aperture cut in the front bearing. 
plate, J, of the Zero-register wheels, aud also in 
tic dial D. 

Each upstroke or actuation of the bar W 
causes the pawl L, as before stated, to engage 
a ltd revolve the wheel the distance of one 
tooth, or one-tenth of a revolution, exposing 
the next highestnumber on the wheel E through 
the inspection-aperture; and by the time this 
effect has been produced in the zero-register 
the trip-hand has reached zero, or the position 
indicated by the letter T, Fig. I, while the pro 
jection t has passed over and beyond the post 
p and stands in the position shown at t. The 
end of the bar W, and consequently, also, the 
post p, then rise 01 assume their normal po 
sitions, as maintained by the spring it, and the 
at Dh U cannot again engage the bar until the 
index-?inger Thas been moved away from zero 
by the actuation of the prime mover of the 
register, nor until said trip-hand is again being 
returned to zero, as before. The record of the 
Zero-register consequently reluaius unchanged 
until the hand T again arrives at Zero, when 
the next consecutive number will be shown, 
thus indicating at a glance the number of times 
the trip-registering mechanistn has beel set to 
2010. 

The actuating ratchet-wheel E of the Zero. 
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register is plevelited from back movement by 
a suitable pawl, N, while the bar W, when re 
lieved from contact with the arm U, is returned 
to its normal position by the action of a suit 

5 able spring, ). TBelieving that the foregoing description will 
cnable those skilled in the art readily to un 
derstand uly invention and the neclhanisin 
shown for carrying it into effect, elaboration 
as to its operation and advantages is deemed 
ull necessary. 
I disclaim herein in favor of my application 

filed July 9, 1880, all the patentable subject 
matter of my present, invention save that cov 
ered by the following three clauses of claims, it 
being the intention to cover and include in this 
case only the three combinations of mechanism 
recited in said claims, while all the other pat. 
entable features, parts, or combinations of my 
invention are intended to be covered by the 
claims of my said application of July 9, 1880, 
whicl is filed as a division and continuation 
of this present application. 
What I claim as my invention is 
1. The combination, substantially as hercia. 

before set forth, of a registering-wheel or in. 
dex-hand actuated in one direction in the pro 
cess of counting, and capable of being moved 
in the other direction to reset or carry it to 
Zero, a resetting wheel or teeth connected with 
said registering-wheel or index-hand, a mov. 
able plate or pawl carrier inclosed within the 
register - casiug, acting upon said resetting 
wheel or teeth, and a removable reciprocating 

35 push-key to actitate said plate or carrier. 
2. The combination, substantially as herein 

before set forth, of a turning-shaft, a toothed 
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231,207 
wheel to actuate said shaft, a trip index-haid 
or registering-wheel connected with said shaft 
by a friction-clutch or coupling which compels 4o 
the said index-hand or registering-wheel to 
move with said shaft in the process of count 
ing, while allowing said index - hand to be 
moved upon said shaft to reset it or bring it 
to zero, resettiug teeth or projections connected 45 
with said index-band, a movable plate acting 
upon said projections of the iudex-hand, a 
pusher or key novablo eud wise to actuate said 
movable plate in one direction, and a spring 
to move said plate in the opposite direction or so 
to return the plate to the position from which 
it was noved by said pushcr. 

3. The colnbination, substantially as herein 
before set fortli, of a trip-register, a general 
registcr, a prime nover or handle for actuating 
said registers simultaneously, or nearly so, and 
a resetting mechanism for the trip-register, con 
sisting of a toothed wheel or projections con 
nected with the trip-register, a backward and 
forward movable plate acting upon said pro 
jectious, a reciprocating key or pusher to actu 
ate said plate in one direction, and a spring 
to move the plate in the opposite direction to 
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that imparted by said key, whereby the said 
trip-registor is permitted to be moved with 65 
the general register clear of the resetting-plate 
in the process of counting, while capable of 
being reset by said plate by the simple recip 
rocation of the key or pusher without disturb 
ing the record of said general register. 

JOHN B. BENTON. 
Witnesses: ... 

C. B. EIARRIs, . 
Glo. II. EvANs. 


